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Abstract

The present study examined the relationship between psychological and physical forms of
intimate partner violence (IPV) across four waves of data during the developmental period of
young adulthood. The links from early psychological aggression to later physical aggression and
from early physical aggression to later psychological aggression across waves were tested while
controlling for their cross-time stabilities and concurrent associations. IPV data were collected
annually from 434 young adult respondents involved in a romantic relationship at least once
during the respective years from the ages of 22-25. On average, participants provided IPV data
for three out of the four years covered by the study (M = 2.82; SD = 1.14). Results of a crosslagged SEM model indicated significant cross-time stabilities as well as significant, positive
concurrent associations for both forms of aggression. Most important to this study were the
findings that, controlling for these stabilities and concurrent associations, early psychological
aggression was a consistent positive predictor of later physical aggression across waves whereas
the opposite direction from early physical aggression to later psychological aggression was either
non-significant or significant and negative.
Keywords: cross-lag analysis, intimate partner violence, physical aggression,
psychological aggression, young adulthood
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Temporal Associations between Psychological and Physical Intimate Partner Violence:
A Cross-Lag Analysis
Intimate partner violence (IPV) consists of aggressive behaviors expressed towards one’s
romantic partner. These behaviors can be expressed through psychological, physical, and sexual
aggression; however, because sexual aggression was not assessed in the present study, it will be
excluded from this discussion. Psychological aggression consists of verbal and non-verbal
behaviors including insulting, criticizing, or intimidating one’s partner (Straus, Hamby, BoneyMcCoy, & Sugarman, 1996). Physical aggression is comprised of physically harmful behaviors
directed towards one’s romantic partner, such as grabbing, pushing, slapping, hitting, and other
more hurtful actions (Straus et al., 1996; Foshee et al., 2009).
For nearly three decades, an underlying assumption addressing the emergence of
aggression in relationships has proposed that less severe and more normative forms of aggression
may escalate over time (i.e., psychological aggression may precede and escalate to physical
aggression). This underlying assumption has served as a conceptual framework and guided
considerable illuminating research. For instance, O’Leary and colleagues conducted an important
series of longitudinal studies with samples of adolescents and young adults suggesting that
psychological aggression may lead to physical aggression (Murphy & O’Leary, 1989; O’Leary,
Malone, & Tyree, 1994; O’Leary & Slep, 2003). In an adolescent sample, O’Leary and Slep
(2003) showed that the perpetration of psychological aggression at one point was related to the
perpetration of physical aggression three months later. Murphy and O’Leary (1989) found,
among a sample of young adult couples, that the perpetration of psychological aggression
assessed prior to marriage and six months after marriage was related to the perpetration of
physical aggression 18 to 30 months after marriage. From this same sample, O’Leary et al.
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(1994) found that participants who engaged in psychological aggression at 18 months of
marriage were more likely to engage in physical aggression at 30 months of marriage. Together,
these findings could be taken as support for the view that psychological aggression escalates to
physical aggression over time. However, such a conclusion goes somewhat beyond the data
because the temporal ordering was presented in one direction only (psychological to physical)
and the analyses failed to control for prior and current levels of each form of aggression.
The purpose of this study was to examine the temporal organization of these associations.
Specifically, the relationships between early psychological and later physical aggression and
between early physical and later psychological aggression were modeled concomitantly. The
studies by O’Leary and colleagues (Murphy & O’Leary, 1989; O’Leary et al., 1994; O’Leary &
Slep, 2003) clearly support a conceptual organization that places psychological aggression ahead
of physical aggression in time, but there are at least two other possibilities. One of these is that
aggressiveness of both forms co-emerge. The other is that, at least in some instances, physical
aggression could be temporally prior. To adequately address the question of these temporal
associations, they must be examined simultaneously in one model with longitudinal observations
of both types of aggression (Rogosa, 1980).
Evidence suggestive of a co-emergence of physical and psychological aggression can be
found in cross-sectional research studies, which have documented that physical aggression rarely
occurs in the absence of psychological aggression (see Carney & Barner, 2012 for a review of
the literature; Burman, John, & Margolin, 1992; Cordova, Jacobson, Gottman, Rushe, & Cox,
1993; Lloyd, 1996; Margolin, John, & Gleberman, 1988; Sabourin, Infante, & Rudd, 1993). In
their review of the literature, Carney and Barner (2012) found that individuals were up to four
times more likely to experience psychological aggression if they were also experiencing physical
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abuse in their relationship. Furthermore, Follingstad, Rutledge, Berg, Hause, and Polek (1990)
found that over 98% of their sample of physically abused women also reported psychological
abuse by their romantic partner. This pattern suggests that each type of aggression supports the
occurrence of the other. In samples of adolescents, Cano, Avery-Leaf, Cascardi, and O’Leary
(1998) and O’Leary and Slep (2003) found that perpetrating psychological aggression was
related to perpetrating physical aggression. Bookwala, Frieze, Smith, and Ryan (1992) found that
college students using psychological aggression reported perpetrating physical aggression.
Furthermore, Hamby and Sugarman (1999) found for college students that perpetrating more
severe forms of psychological aggression was related to the perpetration of more severe forms of
physical aggression. More recent studies among adolescents and young adults revealed similar
patterns. Bates, Graham-Kevan, and Archer (2014) found that both men and women in their
largely young adult sample who perpetrated controlling forms of psychological IPV were also
likely to perpetrate verbal and physical IPV. Additionally, Fawson (2015) found an association
between the use of controlling forms of psychological IPV and the perpetration of psychological,
physical, and sexual IPV among adolescents. The strong concurrence of these forms of
aggression is clearly evident in the literature, but the temporal organization of these forms of
aggression remains an important question to ask directly. If one form precedes the other, there is
the possibility that it contributes to the emergence of the other. Therefore, in the examination of
longitudinal temporal associations, concurrent associations must be controlled (Rogosa, 1980).
Like their concurrent associations, the cross-time stabilities of physical and psychological
aggression are also well documented. Longitudinal studies reveal considerable stability in the
perpetration of physical aggression over time among samples of high school students (Fritz &
Slep, 2009; O’Leary & Slep, 2003) as well as young adult couples (Capaldi et al., 2003) and
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particularly among married/cohabiting adult males (Aldarondo, 1996; Lorber & O’Leary, 2004;
Woffordt, Mihalic, & Menard, 2004). Timeframes for stability assessments in these studies range
from three months (O’Leary & Slep, 2003) to three years (Woffordt et al., 2004) and are based
on physical aggression data collected at two-to-four time points (Aldarondo, 1996; Capaldi et al.,
2003; Fritz & Slep, 2009; Lorber & O’Leary, 2004). Similar results are found for psychological
aggression. Fritz and O’Leary (2004) found a stable pattern of perpetrating psychological
aggression among young adult women across a 10-year interval, and Fritz and Slep (2009) found
it among a sample of male and female adolescents across a one-year interval. Taken together,
these two sets of findings suggest that both psychological and physical aggression tend to remain
stable over time. Important to a strong test of temporal organization is accounting for these
stabilities and their concurrent associations when assessing the cross-lag longitudinal
associations between them (Rogosa, 1980). By implementing these controls, we ensured that the
longitudinal, cross-lag associations observed model the unique variance accounted for by earlier
forms of each type of aggression in subsequent reports of the other and hence increase
confidence in the temporal contributions of each type of aggression to the other over time.
Our central research question sought to establish whether either form of aggression
makes a reliable, unique contribution to the subsequent expression of the other or whether both
forms of aggression simply vary together over time. Although the temporal relationships
between psychological and physical aggression have yet to be estimated simultaneously, there is
enough conceptual rationale and sufficient evidence to allow us to expect that psychological
aggression will precede physical aggression (e.g., Murphy & O’Leary, 1989; O’Leary et al.,
1994; O’Leary & Slep, 2003). Additionally, given the consistency in the literature of longitudinal
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stability in psychological and physical aggression as well as their concurrent associations, we
expected both sets of these associations to be significant and positive.
Importantly, we examined these associations during a four-year span of early adulthood.
This developmental period is important because this is when more intimate and longer-term
relationships are likely to be formed (Arnett, 2004; Carver, Joyner, & Udry, 2003; Montgomery,
2005) and reports of IPV are likely to persist during this developmental period (Author citation;
Cui, Ueno, Gordon, & Fincham, 2013; Gomez, 2011). The following demographic factors were
controlled because of their documented significance on reports of IPV: sex (Archer, 2000), race
(Caetano, Field, Ramisetty-Mikler, & McGrath, 2005; Holt & Espelage, 2005) and
socioeconomic status (SES) (Aldarondo & Sugarman, 1996; O’Keefe, 1998).
Method
Participants
Participants were part of the Child Development Project (CDP), a longitudinal study that
examined children’s social development and adjustment up to adulthood (Pettit, Lansford,
Malone, Dodge, & Bates, 2010). The original sample (N=585) was selected from registering
students (and their parents) in the kindergarten of selected public schools that represented the
demographic diversity within the following three cities: Knoxville, Tennessee, Nashville,
Tennessee, and Bloomington, Indiana in 1987 when data collection began. Over 90% of the
original sample has been retained in this long-term study (although not necessarily at every
wave). To be included in the current analysis, participants had to have been romantically
involved in a given year and had to provide IPV data for that relationship during the data
collection for that year. A total of 434 participants (74% of the original sample) met these criteria
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for at least one wave during the ages of 22-25. On average, these participants provided IPV data
for approximately three out of four waves (M = 2.82; SD = 1.14).
Across waves, between 23%-32% of participants were dating (32.3% at age 22, 28.8% at
age 23, 26.5% at age 24, and 22.6% at age 25), between 18%-23% were cohabiting (18.9% at
age 22, 22.6% at age 23, 21.7% at age 24, and 18.2% at age 25), and between 14%-30% were
married (14.3% at age 22, 21.4% at age 23, 25.3% at age 24, and 29.5% at age 25). Taken
together, therefore, between 65%-74% of the eligible subsample were represented in each wave.
Although most participants (64.3%) reported on the same romantic partner each time they
participated, approximately 28.1% reported on two partners across waves, 6.7% reported on
three, and 0.9% reported on four (n of partners over 4 years: range: 1-4; M = 1.44; SD = .66).
Chi-square analyses revealed that males (2 (1) = 23.31, p < .001) and minorities were
slightly overrepresented in the excluded part of the sample (2 (1) = 6.08, p < .05). The analysis
sample contained was 53.9% female and 83.9% European-Americans. Approximately 14.7%
were African-Americans and 1.4% were of other racial backgrounds. When the study began,
roughly 88.2% of participants’ mothers and 75.6% of their fathers reported a high school
education or higher. According to the Hollingshead scale (1975) collected at the beginning of the
study, the majority of the analysis sample belonged to middle-class families, but the full range of
the scale was represented (range: 1-5; M = 3.37; SD = 1.15). Also, at the beginning of the study,
62.9% of the parents of the analysis sample were married to each other, 0.7% were cohabiting,
and the remainder were single, divorced, separated, or remarried.
Measures
IPV. Selected items from the Revised Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS2; Straus et al., 1996)
were used at ages 22-25. One additional item was derived from the Psychological Maltreatment
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of Women Inventory (PMWI; Tolman, 1989) as an additional assessment of psychological
aggression. Seven items were used to assess psychological aggression perpetration (i.e.,
insulting, destroying partner’s belongings, shouting or yelling, cruel put downs, stomping away
from a disagreement, spitefulness, and threatening to hit or throw) and 11 items were used to
assess physical aggression perpetration (i.e., throwing something, twisting a partner’s arm or
hair, pushing or shoving, punching or hitting, slamming against a wall, grabbing, slapping,
kicking, choking, beating up, and using a knife or gun).
Items were originally assessed on a 7-point scale that produced severely skewed data that
did not improve with data transformations. In order to reduce the skewness of the data, items
were recoded to a 4-point scale (0 = Never, 1 = Once or twice in the past year, 2 = More than
twice a year but less than once a month, and 3 = Once a month or more). At each wave, a
composite mean score was calculated for psychological and physical aggression items. Higher
scores indicated more perpetration for each type of aggression. Cronbach alphas averaged .78
across the four waves for psychological aggression (range: 0.74 – 0.81) and .79 for physical
aggression (range: 0.70 – 0.91).
Control Variables. Both sex and race were dummy coded (Sex: 0 = Male, 1 = Female;
Race: 0 = European-Americans, 1 = Minorities (African-Americans & Others)). The
Hollingshead (1975) four-factor index was used to assess SES. Scores were coded on a 5-point
scale where higher scores indicated higher SES (M = 3.37; SD = 1.15) (see Table 1 for means,
standard deviations, and intercorrelations of control variables and composite mean scores for
psychological and physical aggression).
Plan of Analysis
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Analyses were conducted in MPLUS Version 7 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012). Crosslag analysis was used to address our research question (see Figure 1). Italicized lowercase letters
in the figure represent the following pathways: (a) stability pathways for psychological
aggression across waves, (a’) stability pathways for physical aggression across waves, (b)
concurrent associations between psychological and physical aggression within each wave, (c)
cross-lag pathways of psychological aggression at one wave predicting physical aggression at the
next wave, and (c’) cross-lag pathways of physical aggression at one wave predicting
psychological aggression at the next wave. The demographic controls sex, race, and SES were
modeled as predictors of psychological and physical aggression at age 22.
Model fit was examined by the chi-square statistic (χ2), the comparative fit index (CFI),
the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and the
standardized root mean square residual (SRMR). Good model fit is indicated by a non-significant
χ2 (Kline, 2016), a CFI and/or TLI between .90 – 1.00 (Bentler & Bonnett, 1980), an RMSEA of
.10 or lower (Harlow, 2014), and a SRMR of .10 or lower (Kline, 2016).
As is common in many longitudinal studies, observations across waves can be missing
for various reasons. Most relevant to the current study is that IPV data were missing when
participants were not involved in a relationship in a given year or could not be reached at the
time of data collection. Both of these reasons for missing data could occur for a wide range of
random reasons. Missing data were handled using Full Information Maximum Likelihood
(FIML), which is a highly recognized and recommended procedure for the handling of data that
are missing at random. Rather than deleting cases with incomplete data (i.e., listwise deletion), or
substituting imputed values where data are missing (e.g., mean substitution or regression-based
substitutions), FIML uses all the available data for each participant and estimates parameters
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using the available data including the random variables where data are missing. This procedure
has been shown to yield superior parameter estimates and statistical properties compared to
either listwise deletion or single imputation methods (Schafer & Graham, 2002).
Results
A structural equation model (SEM) containing stability, concurrent, and cross-lag
associations was fit to the data (see Figure 2). Given the sensitivity of the χ2 statistic to sample
size (Kline, 2016), it was not surprising that the test was significant (χ2 = 107.33, p < .001; DF =
30). However, Wheaton, Muthén, Alwin, and Summers (1979) maintain that a χ2/DF ratio below
five supports a favorable conclusion about fit in large sample models. In the current case, this
criterion is solidly met (107.33/30 = 3.58). Three out of the remaining four fit indices also
supported the interpretation that our structural model offered a good fit to the data (CFI = .92;
RMSEA = .08, 90% Confidence Interval (CI) = [0.06, 0.09]; SRMR = .09). Although the TLI of
.86 missed the criterion for good fit, it was not a large departure. Taken together, we view the
observed fit indices as acceptable for proceeding with the structural model.
Results revealed the expected significant and positive stability associations for
psychological and physical aggression across waves. Specifically, early reports of each form of
aggression predicted later reports of the same behaviors across waves. It is noteworthy that the
stability coefficients across waves were consistently strong for psychological aggression and
more than twice as large as for physical aggression, where they were of small to moderate
strength (see Figure 2). Concurrent associations were also significant, positive, and in the
moderate-to-strong range at each wave signifying that reports of psychological and physical
aggression were related at each wave.
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Most central to our interest were the cross-lag coefficients estimated with the stabilities
and concurrent associations for psychological and physical aggression statistically controlled.
Above and beyond the stability of psychological and physical aggression and the concurrent
associations between the two forms of aggression, psychological aggression made a unique,
positive and statistically significant contribution to the prediction of subsequent physical
aggression for all three waves. The standardized coefficients for these paths ranged from .18 to
.30, indicating that a standard deviation increase in psychological aggression at one wave was
associated with an increase in physical aggression at the next wave of about one-fifth to onethird of a standard deviation with all statistical controls in place. These contributions are
considered small-to-moderate (Cohen, 1969, 1992; Light, Singer, & Willett, 1990).
Interestingly, in the same context of statistical control, earlier physical aggression either
made no unique contribution to the prediction of subsequent psychological aggression or a
negative one. More physical aggression at age 24 predicted less psychological aggression at age
25. The size of the association was small. The standardized coefficient was -.12, indicating that a
standard deviation increase in physical aggression at age 24 was associated with just over onetenth of a standard deviation decrease in psychological aggression at age 25.
For each wave in which stabilities and cross-lag parameters were estimated, the total-R2s
for both psychological and physical aggression were significant and substantial. For physical
aggression, the R2s ranged from .10 to .21, indicating that around one-to-two tenths of the
variance in physical aggression could be accounted for by knowing the stability of physical
aggression across time, its concurrent association with psychological aggression, and the prior
year’s level of psychological aggression. For psychological aggression, the R2s ranged from .38
to .51 indicating that around a third to a half of its variance at each wave was explained by the
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stability of psychological aggression across waves, the concurrent association with physical
aggression, and the unique association of last year’s physical aggression. Given that earlier
physical aggression was not statistically related to subsequent psychological aggression in two of
three waves and only minimally significant in the third, it appears that the substantial R2s for
psychological aggression across waves are due to its substantial temporal stability and its
considerable concurrent association with physical aggression. Overall, our findings suggest a
temporal organization in which early psychological aggression is a unique predictor of
subsequent physical aggression whereas the reverse is generally not the case (see Figure 2)1.
Discussion
The purpose of the present paper was to examine psychological aggression and physical
aggression during young adulthood through a study of their temporal associations. Although
previous studies have suggested that physical aggression may be, at least in part, a progression
from earlier psychological aggression (Murphy & O’Leary, 1989; O’Leary et al., 1994; O’Leary
& Slep, 2003), this notion has not received a direct, strong test in the IPV literature. Through the
implementation of a cross-lag methodology, the present study provided a stronger test by
estimating cross-lag associations while controlling for the concurrent and stability associations
for both behaviors across waves (Rogosa, 1980). It is important to note that although the
estimates of these significant cross-lag relations are small-to-moderate (Cohen, 1969, 1992;
Light et al., 1990), the unique associations estimated in the context of statistical control suggest

1

At the recommendation of reviewers and because of the substantial literature on gender-based
associations with rates of IPV (see meta-analyses by Archer, 2000; 2002), multi-group analyses
were conducted to examine whether gender moderated the cross-lag associations. Results
indicated that the same pattern of findings emerged across both groups. Specifically, early
psychological aggression was a consistent predictor of later physical aggression for both males
and females whereas physical aggression either did not predict subsequent psychological
aggression or it did so negatively.
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an important pattern. Because these findings are based on correlational analyses, our findings
cannot be interpreted as causal. Nevertheless, our findings portray a consistent, unique positive
temporal contribution from earlier psychological to later physical aggression across four annual
waves of data collected from young adults. Specifically, more psychological aggression at each
wave predicted more physical aggression at the next wave over the four-year period in the early
years of adulthood. Overall, these findings enhance our confidence that psychological aggression
increases the likelihood of later physical aggression as several researchers proposed (e.g.,
Murphy & O’Leary, 1989; O’Leary et al., 1994; O’Leary & Slep, 2003). Indeed, the consistency
of this pattern suggests that psychological aggression may be an escalator to physical aggression,
or a type of “gateway” behavior that may not determine later physical aggression but is
associated with an increase in its likelihood.
As a more normative behavior, psychological aggression is more widely used as a
conflict tactic and may be perceived as a less dangerous tactic for the perpetrator to use
(Follingstad & Rogers, 2013). Therefore, as O’Leary and colleagues argued, couples who are
dealing with conflict or dissatisfaction in their relationship may first turn to psychological
aggression before progressing to physical aggression (Murphy & O’Leary, 1989; O’Leary et al.,
1994). This seems especially likely among young adults who have less relationship experience
and may be experimenting with different ways to address relationship issues (Creasey & HessonMcInnis, 2001; Creasey, Kershaw, & Boston, 1999).
Interestingly, although the well documented concurrent association between physical and
psychological aggression was observed (Bates et al., 2014; Bookwala et al., 1992; Burman et al.,
1992; Carney & Barner, 2012; Cordova et al., 1993; Fawson, 2015; Lloyd, 1996; Margolin et al.,
1988; O’Leary & Slep, 2003; Sabourin et al., 1993), we found no support for the conclusion that
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earlier physical aggression contributed to the emergence of later psychological aggression.
Rather, some evidence suggested that earlier physical aggression may be associated with a
decrease in subsequent psychological aggression. If this finding can be replicated, it is interesting
and deserves further attention. Research suggests that impulsivity in general as well as antisocial,
criminal, and acting out behaviors decrease with age (Elliot & Menard, 1996; Moffitt, 1993,
2003, 2007; Steinberg et al., 2008), which could account for the small negative longitudinal
association. Alternatively, such a pattern also could emerge if negative consequences from
earlier physical aggression (e.g., negative judgments from peers or feelings of remorse and guilt)
lead to reassessments of use of IPV (e.g., Holtzworth-Munroe, Meehan, Herron, Rehman, &
Stuart, 2003; Holtzworth-Munroe & Stuart, 1994). Future studies will need to assess postaggressive consequences directly to substantiate this interpretation. Yet another possibility may
be that this pathway reflects the transition to a more committed relationship. In the present
study’s sample, the marriage rates increased, whereas dating and cohabitation rates declined
across waves. It may be that, on average, relationships become less aggressive as individuals
develop more social skills and form more permanent, committed relationships. For instance, over
a 10-year period, Fritz and O’Leary (2004) found that wives’ rates of perpetrating IPV towards
their spouse decreased. Therefore, future studies will need to examine whether relationship
commitment plays a role in the de-escalation of physical aggression during the later years of a
relationship.
Our central findings of an apparent temporal pattern between psychological and physical
aggression takes nothing away from the well documented stability for both forms of aggression
and their moderate-to-strong concurrent relationships. Indeed, these are consistent with the
existing literature which has documented stability and concurrent associations during
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adolescence (Cano et al., 1998; Fawson, 2015; Fritz & Slep, 2009; O’Leary & Slep, 2003) and
adulthood (Aldarondo, 1996; Bates et al., 2014; Bookwala et al., 1992; Capaldi et al., 2003;
Carney & Barner, 2012; Fritz & O’Leary, 2004; Hamby & Sugarman, 1999; Lorber & O’Leary,
2004; Woffordt et al., 1994). Our study shows these associations across multiple time points
among young adults, suggesting that these associations continue over time. However, the
stability and concurrent associations of psychological and physical aggression need to be
considered in the context of their respective rates of occurrence. Whereas 50%-59% of our
participants acknowledged perpetrating some type of psychological aggression across waves,
only between 14%-16% admitted perpetrating some form of physical aggression within the same
period. The literature documents that physical aggression without psychological aggression is
rare (see Carney & Barner, 2012 for a review), however, the reverse is not rare. This study
demonstrates that within the context of these well documented stabilities and concurrent
associations there exists a small unique contribution from early psychological aggression to later
physical aggression, but this contribution does not apply to everyone. Most perpetrators of
psychological aggression may never perpetrate physical aggression in their close relationships.
Our findings suggest, however, that the risk of using physical aggression increases for users of
psychological aggression. Given that young adulthood is a critical time period for the formation
of romantic relationships (Arnett, 2000, 2004), our findings bring out evidence of a risk factor
that is important for individuals within this age group to understand.
Although our findings allow us to argue with more confidence that psychological
aggression may precede physical aggression, we are not yet ready to argue that this pattern
applies for all perpetrators of IPV. Johnson and colleagues (Johnson, 1995, 2005, 2006; Johnson
& Ferraro, 2000) present a typology of relationship aggression that emphasizes the motivation
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behind the aggression expressed. The essential distinction is between a motive to resolve a
relationship situation that may be beyond the social skills of participants (situational) versus a
motive to control the behavior of a partner (terroristic). Given the nature of our sample, it is safer
to argue that our findings may be applicable to the former situational motive, i.e., individuals
who perpetrate aggression within their relationship due to skill deficits in anger management,
relationship communication, and/or conflict-resolution. Although information regarding the
motives behind the aggression was not collected by the CDP, aspects of the aggression reported
by respondents allow us to assume that our sample is more representative of a situational type.
Specifically, participants within the CDP who perpetrated IPV mainly reported minor forms of
such behaviors. Furthermore, gender symmetry was shown in the rates of psychological and
physical aggression reported. According to Johnson (1995, 2005, 2006; Johnson & Ferraro,
2000), these aspects are more characteristic of the situational type of aggression. Future studies
will need to examine our research questions among participants and couples who express
controlling motivations for their aggression to establish the temporal organization of their
psychological and physical aggression.
Future Directions & Limitations
Three aspects of the current study are important to the interpretation of our findings and
may offer some future directions for researchers focused on IPV. First, this study only analyzed
IPV data from the young adults being followed by this prospective, longitudinal study and not
their relationship partners. Second, these research participants were 22-25 years old during the
data collection period, and relationships in this developmental period were temporary for a
substantial fraction of the sample. Consequently, our analysis frames IPV as an attribute of
individuals reporting on their own behavior while in relationships rather than as a two-person
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dynamic reflective of the experiences of partners in their relationships. Much longitudinal
research on IPV has been conducted with married couples (O’Leary et al., 1989; 1994) or
adolescents who were with the same dating partner over time (O’Leary & Slep, 2003). In both of
these research scenarios the continuity of the couple relationship allows for an individual’s report
to reflect an attribute of the couple. In the present study’s sample, approximately 36% of
participants changed romantic partners at least once between the ages of 22-25. Hence, using an
individual’s report across multiple waves and, in a substantial minority of instances, across
multiple partners, it seems necessary to interpret our findings in the context of an individual’s
experience rather than a relationship dynamic. Future research with reports of aggression from
both partners that attends to the continuity and/or discontinuity of partnerships over time would
be valuable. Furthermore, the influence of relationship commitment on the negative association
between early physical and later psychological aggression is worthy of investigation. Should this
unexpected pattern be replicated in future studies, it could change the way we think about the
emergence of psychological and physical aggression.
A few minor limitations to this study are worth noting. For example, this community
sample was limited in its diversity, with a majority of white and middle-class members.
Furthermore, females were slightly over-represented in the analysis sample. However, the
sample was not homogeneous. Sixteen percent of the sample identified with minority ethnicities
and the full range of the socioeconomic spectrum, as measured by the Hollingshead scale (1975),
were included. Nevertheless, future directions for this work should include replicating the main
study’s findings in more diverse and more at-risk (e.g., low SES youths, inner-city youths, or
juvenile delinquents) samples to add to the generalizability of these findings.
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Although the instrument used to assess IPV included minor and severe forms of such
behaviors, mainly minor forms of IPV were reported by the community sample of this study.
Furthermore, no data were available about the motivations of the IPV perpetrators. Thus, future
studies will need to examine whether and how well these findings can be generalized to
populations for whom more severe IPV perpetration may be prevalent and/or for whom
controlling motivations are active in the use of IPV.
In summary, our findings contribute to the literature by increasing our confidence in a
temporal organization whereby early psychological aggression reveals a statistically significant
and meaningful unique association with the expression of later physical aggression while the
stabilities and concurrent associations between these behaviors are controlled. The opposite
pattern from early physical to later psychological aggression either was not supported or was
negative in direction. Future studies will need to examine these relationships in earlier and later
developmental periods and in other cultures and subcultures that vary in their use of these
behaviors to determine whether our findings reflect an early adulthood relationship phenomenon
or generalize more widely across the lifespan.
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Table 1. Correlations and descriptive statistics of composite scores for psychological and physical aggression and control variables (N = 434).
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1. Age 22
Psych

-

2. Age 22
Phy

.60***

-

3. Age 23
Psych

.60***

.33***

-

4. Age 23
Phy

.26***

.25***

.48***

-

5. Age 24
Psych

.49***

.27***

.64***

.28***

-

6. Age 24
Phy

.24***

.34***

.32***

.38***

.56***

-

7. Age 25
Psych

.55***

.29***

.53***

.23***

.71***

.30***

-

8. Age 25
Phy

.30***

.37***

.33***

.30***

.44***

.40***

.48***

-

9. Sex

.07

.05

10. Race

-.06

.10

11. SES

-.01

-.02

M

.54

.06

.51

.07

.53

.07

.56

.05

.54

.16

3.37

SD

.52

.14

.51

.23

.52

.19

.51

.13

.50

.37

1.15

Note. Psych (Psychological Aggression). Phy (Physical Aggression). Control variables are correlated only with age 22. ***p < .001.
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